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Jan 09, 2012 do you know the best no-recoil script for ak-47 rifle? i know that this script isnt a great script, and that it
isnt that popular (top 100), but i tested it and it is the best no-recoil script for ak-47 right now!. A Counter-Strike 1.6
(CS1.6) Config Script in the Config Scripts category, submitted by Master 1. Feb 27, 2011 dont ask why i put this
script on the site, just put it on the site! A Counter-Strike 1.6 (CS1.6) Config Script in the Config Scripts category,
submitted by Robo Wolf 1. No-Recoil Script for CS:S. A Counter-Strike 1.6 (CS1.6) Config Script in the Configs
category, submitted by Mykzski. Oct 23, 2010 A script that creates a world without recoil, it doesn`t aim on you, it
just aims from where you shoot!. A Counter-Strike 1.6 (CS1.6) Config Script in the Config Scripts category,
submitted by Guapabengu. Sept 24, 2010 This script is created for CS 1.6, the new update to CS. You know how it
feels when you get to ammo or kill you feel hurt. You get shot and nothing happens. With this script youll feel the
opposite. It creates a world in which all the shots have no recoil! Just follow the instructions and enjoy yourself!. A
Counter-Strike 1.6 (CS1.6) Config Script in the Config Scripts category, submitted by I like Taco!. July 14, 2010 No-
Recoil Configuration for CS: S. A Counter-Strike 1.6 (CS1.6) Config Script in the Config Scripts category, submitted
by F.G.F.SC. May 21, 2010 No-Recoil configuration for all type of weapons in game Counter-Strike 1.6. You know
that feel when you get shot and nothing happens. This script creates a world where all the shots have no recoil!. A
Counter-Strike 1.6 (CS1.6) Config Script in the Config Scripts category, submitted by AdamMaingo! Feb 29, 2010
This is a Anti-recoil script.you get shot and there are no recoil!. A Counter-Strike 1.

how to install no recoil script cs 1.6 CL_WeaponStride B_RegulateRecoil B_WeaponStride B_RightClick
B_Action_Back B_Action_Fire A: The first bullet that needs to be fired has already been fired when you enter the
A_Fire() function. It's assigned a 10-long, and is accessed in the DO 10 times loop. That's why the variables you are
using are always 10. It's done in such a way that you can have up to 30 bullets in your clip without hurting your FPS.
This is the first loop: if ( b_right.b ) { A_Fire_Sniper(); } else if ( b_right.b && (b_shift.b || b_wpn.b)) { b_right.b =
false; B_Action_Back(); } else if ( b_right.b ) { A_Fire_Sniper(); } else if ( b_right.b && b_shift.b && (b_wpn.b ||
b_alt.b)) { b_right.b = false; B_Action_Back(); } else if ( b_right.b ) { A_Fire_Sniper(); } else if ( b_right.b &&
b_shift.b && (b_alt.b || b_wpn.b)) { b_right.b = false; B_Action_Back(); } else if ( b_right.b ) { A_Fire_Sniper(); }
else if ( b_right.b && b_shift.b && (b_alt.b || b_wpn.b)) { b_right.b = false; B_Action_Back(); } else if ( b_right.b )
{ A_Fire_Sniper(); } else if ( b_right.b && b_shift.b && (b_alt.b || b_wpn.b)) { b_right.b = false; 3ef4e8ef8d
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